Introduction
The timing of commitment to mitosis is determined by the activity of the Cdk1/cyclin B complex (also known as mitosis-promoting factor, or MPF) [1] . Inhibitory phosphorylation of MPF by Wee1 blocks mitotic commitment until Cdc25 removes this phosphate to promote division [2] [3] [4] . Once a priming threshold of MPF activity is exceeded, the active MPF engages Polo kinase in feedback controls that enhance Cdc25 and inhibit Wee1 activities to ensure that mitotic commitment is a bistable switch [5] [6] [7] [8] . These feedback controls are initially triggered on the centrosome before propagating throughout the cell to drive mitotic commitment [9] .
In S. pombe, feedback activity appears on spindle pole bodies (SPBs) 30 min before it finally drives global mitotic commitment [10, 11] . The ability to trigger mitotic commitment by activation of either MPF or the Polo kinase Plo1 on SPBs [11] suggests that the SPB-associated pools of these kinases [10, 12, 13] play a key role in driving mitotic commitment.
The SPB component Cut12 defines a functional molecular link between the SPB and the mitotic switch. The gain-offunction mutant cut12.s11 suppresses the temperature-sensitive loss-of-function mutation cdc25.22, whereas increased Cdc25 levels suppress the cut12.1 deficiency [14] [15] [16] . Plo1 and Cut12 functions are intimately linked; Cut12 enhancement boosts global Plo1 activity, and the mitotic elevation of global Plo1 activity [17] fails when Cut12 is compromised [18] . Furthermore, Plo1 recruitment to the G2 phase SPB is advanced by cut12.s11 [10, 11] . We now show that this interplay between Cut12 and Plo1 in mitotic control is regulated by recruitment of protein phosphatase 1 (PP1 Dis2 ) to Cut12.
Results
Screening for novel cdc25.22 suppressors identified cut12.s14 ( Figure 1A ). Both cut12.s14 (F87L) and the previously characterized allele, cut12.s11 (G71V) [14, 15] , map to a S/GILKKxVxF variant of a protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) docking-site consensus [19] that is highly conserved in Cut12 homologs ( Figure 1B ). This suggests that cdc25.22 suppression by cut12 mutants arises from altered PP1 recruitment to this PP1 docking site (PDS). We therefore assessed the ability of the two genetically redundant PP1 catalytic subunits, Dis2 and Sds21 [20, 21] , to interact with cut12 + . Although no association was observed between sds21 + and cut12 + (data not shown) in two hybrid assays, interaction between wild-type dis2 + and cut12 + was enhanced by the incorporation of the cut12.1 (cut12.R531Stop) loss-of-function mutation (Figure 1C) . Immunoprecipitation assays also failed to detect association of Cut12 with PP1 Sds21 and revealed an association between Cut12 and PP1 Dis2 that was enhanced in cut12.R531Stop (Figures 1D and 1E ; see also Figures S1A and S1B available online). An in vivo split YFP complementation assay BiFC [22] using cut12.CNYFP and dis2.NCYFP gave a strong SPB signal throughout the cell cycle ( Figure 1F ). The strong protein-protein interactions between the two halves of YFP mean that associations detected by BiFC can persist beyond the time at which the two partners would normally disassociate [22] . Thus BiFC often fails to indicate when proteins normally interact. We therefore monitored the timing of association between PP1 Dis2 and Cut12 by immunoprecipitation with polyclonal antibodies [15] (Figures S1C and S1D) in cultures in which cell-cycle progression had been synchronized by size selection of small G2 cells. PP1
Dis2 association with Cut12 is an early G2 event that peaked just after septation ( Figure 1G ). (B) Clustal W alignment of PDS domains of Cut12 homologs. The conserved phosphorylation sites and PP1 docking consensus sequences in the S. pombe Cut12 protein are identified over the amino acid numbers of the key residues above the homology plots.
(C) Two hybrid assays in which dis2 + sequences were fused to the DNA-binding domain of Gal4 and Cut12 to the Gal4-activation domain. The enhanced association between the loss-of-function mutant cut12.1 (cut12.R531Stop) and dis2 + (upper) prompted us to incorporate the cut12.1 (cut12.R531Stop) mutation into all other mutants and repeat the assay (lower). (D and E) Immunoprecipitation reactions in which the indicated polyclonal antibodies were used to precipitate proteins from mid-log phase cultures grown in appropriately supplemented Edinburgh minimal medium (EMM)2S before blotting revealed the level of the proteins, as indicated. In (D), the cut12.G71VR531stop allele incorporated the R531Stop mutation of cut12.1 alongside the G71V of cut12.s11. In (E), WCE represents whole-cell extract. (legend continued on next page)
PP1
Dis2 association with Cut12 was diminished by individual mutation of either the S/GILK or RxVxF elements of this bipartite PP1 docking motif; however, simultaneous mutation of both abolished it altogether ( Figure 1E ), suggesting that each element contributes to PP1 Dis2 recruitment. We therefore created cut12.PDSA, a ''phosphatase docking-site multiple alanine'' allele (GIL..KTVNF > VAA..ATANA) to maximize the impact on PP1 Dis2 recruitment ( Figures 1A and 2A) . The different docking-site mutations displayed a striking inverse relationship between their impact upon PP1 Dis2 association and cdc25.22 suppression ( Figures 1A, 1E , and S1E). Importantly, the suppression of cdc25.22 arising from mutation of either motif alone was enhanced when both were mutated together ( Figure 1A ). The enhancement of PP1 Dis2 recruitment displayed by the loss-of-function mutant cut12.1 (R531stop) ( Figures 1C and 1D ) was diminished by the incorporation of the cut12.s11 (G71V) mutation that reduces PP1 Dis2 recruitment ( Figure 1D ). Conversely, the threshold for synthetic lethality between cut12.1 and cdc25.22 was raised from 20 C to 32 C when the cut12.s11 (G71V) mutation was incorporated alongside the cut12.1 (R531Stop) mutation ( Figure 1H ).
To directly test the hypothesis that suppression of cdc25.22 by cut12 mutants is a consequence of a reduction in PP1 Dis2 recruitment, we created the cut12.PDswap allele, in which the 17 amino acid PP1 docking site of Cut12 was replaced with 17 amino acids spanning the epitope on GFP that is recognized by the single-chain Llama antibody GBP [23, 24] ( Figure 2B ). cut12.PDswap conferred strong suppression of the cdc25.22 lethality at 36 C ( Figures 1A and 2A ). In contrast, suppression was not observed when the wild-type dis2 + allele was replaced with dis2.NGBP (Figure 2A) , in which the GBP sequences recruit PP1 Dis2 to Cut12.PDswap ( Figure 2C ). Consistently, although mitotic spindles were prominent in cut12.PDswap cdc25.22 cells 3 hr after a shift to 36 C to inactivate Cdc25, this suppression of the G2/M defect was reversed by the inclusion of dis2.NGBP ( Figure 2D ). Finally, the suppression of cdc25.22 upon removal of the PP1 Dis2 -encoding gene dis2 + [20] confirmed that blocking PP1 Dis2 recruitment to Cut12 reduced the requirement for Cdc25 ( Figures 2E and 2F ). The cut12.s11 (G71V) mutation enables cdc25 + null cells (cdc25.D) to form microcolonies of 1 to 20 cells [14] . Because cdc25.22 suppression by cut12.PDSA exceeded that by cut12.s11, we assessed the impact of cut12.PDSA upon cdc25.D viability. The double mutant was viable ( Figure 2G ). The randomization of size at division was highly reminiscent of wee1.50 cdc25.22 cells [25] (Figure 2H ), consistent with the hypothesis that cut12 mutations suppress cdc25 mutations because they inappropriately promote negative feedback-loop activity toward Wee1 [26] . In this scenario, once Wee1 is inhibited, any newly translated cyclin B will immediately generate active MPF complexes upon association with Cdk1, which will then promote mitotic commitment in the absence of Cdc25 activity.
Blocking PP1 Dis2 recruitment to Cut12 appears to create a default ''feedback loop on'' status that drives mitotic commitment in the absence of Cdc25. In other words the recruitment of PP1
Dis2 to Cut12 in a normal cell cycle locks the feedback loop in the off position. Cdc25 dephosphorylation then unlocks this hold on feedback-loop activity by pushing MPF through an activation threshold to drive global mitotic commitment. If correct, this hypothesis predicts that MPF phosphorylation events in or around the Cut12/PP1
Dis2 axis push feedback-loop activation through the barrier. Given that PP1 docking can be regulated by phosphorylation [27, 28] , the conservation of an MPF phosphorylation consensus site at T75 within the PP1 docking site ( Figure 1B ) warranted further investigation. Mass spectrometry of Cut12 immunoprecipitates revealed that both T75 and the neighboring, conserved T78 were phosphorylated ( Figure S2A ). We therefore asked whether T75T78 phosphorylation status influenced PP1 Dis2 association with Cut12.
Mutation of either phosphorylation site to aspartic acid to mimic phosphorylation reduced PP1 Dis2 affinity for Cut12 ( Figures 1C and 2I ). Simultaneous mutation of both T75 and T78 gave a stronger suppression of cdc25.22 than mutation of either alone, suggesting that phosphorylation of both sites is required to completely remove PP1
Dis2 from Cut12 ( Figures  2E and 2I ). The reduction in cut12.s11 (G71V) suppression of cdc25.22 by the T75A T78A mutations that enhance PP1 Dis2 association (Figures 2E and 2I) and their ability to enhance the BiFC signal ( Figure S1E ) support the view that T75T78 phosphorylation regulates PP1 Dis2 docking. Antibodies that recognized Cut12 when simultaneously phosphorylated on both residues ( Figure S2B ) revealed a rise in T75T78 phosphorylation midway through G2 phase that persisted until the closing stages of septation ( Figure 3A ). The onset of T75T78 phosphorylation roughly coincided with the loss of PP1 Dis2 /Cut12 association ( Figure 3B ). However, the mutual exclusivity of this relationship was not absolute and did not persist in early G2 phase of the next cell cycle, prompting us to address T75T78 phosphorylation status of the pool of Cut12 that bound to PP1
Dis2
. No phosphate was detected on PP1 Dis2 -bound Cut12 ( Figure 3C , lane 3), but phosphorylation was detected on the free Cut12 that remained in the supernatant of this immunoprecipitation reaction (Figure 3C, lane 4) . Thus, the overlap between the signals for T75T78 phosphorylation and PP1 Dis2 /Cut12 association in the initial stages of G2 phase probably represents a mixed population of phosphorylated and unphosphorylated Cut12 molecules, but T75T78 phosphorylation on any individual molecule blocked PP1 Dis2 recruitment. Consistently, PP1
Dis2 associated with Cut12.T75AT78A throughout the cell cycle ( Figure 3D ). We conclude that T75T78 phosphorylation evicts PP1 Dis2 from Cut12. The functional links between Cut12 Plo1 and the NIMA kinase Fin1 [10, 18, 29] prompted us to assess the impact of inhibiting either kinase upon T75T78 phosphorylation. Because the NDR kinase Sid2 activates Fin1 around the time when T75T78 phosphorylation appears [30] , we included Sid2 in our assessments. We also assessed the impact of blocking MAP kinase signaling with the inhibitor SB203580 [31] upon T75T78 phosphorylation because, like MPF, MAP kinases phosphorylate SP/TP motifs. Reactivity to T75T78P antibody to Cut12 was insensitive to inhibition of either aurora Ark1 , (G) Immunoprecipitation of PP1 Dis2 with Cut12 as cells transited the cell cycle. Cells were grown to mid-log phase in EMM2 before small G2 cells were isolated by centrifugal elutriation at t = 0 on the graph. Samples were taken for scoring the septation index by calcofluor staining and for immunoprecipitation with Cut12 antibodies as indicated and were blotted to reveal the level of Cut12 and PP1
Dis2 in the precipitates. The graph shows the septation profile alongside the amount of PP1
Dis2 precipitated per unit of Cut12 at the indicated points in the culture. PP1 Dis2 association started and peaked in early G2 phase (just after septation) before declining midway through G2. Levels were normalized to the levels in the blot of the asynchronous culture (as on the right). . PP1 Dis2 is tethered to wild-type Cut12 by the PP1 docking site (PDS) (GILKTPGTQIKKTVNF, upper scheme) but cannot be recruited when this sequence is replaced by the GBP epitope (ILGHKLEYNYNSHNVYI) in cut12.PDswap (middle scheme), whereas a fusion in which GBP is connected to the amino terminus of PP1
Dis2 by a flexible triple glycine linker can bind Cut12 via the foreign GBP anchor (lower scheme).
(legend continued on next page) Plo1, or MAP kinases. Reactivity was diminished following Cdc2 inhibition, but completely abolished by inhibition of Fin1 or Sid2 ( Figure 4A ). Fin1 alone conferred reactivity to the T75T78 antibody in in vitro kinase assays, in which recombinant Cut12 was used as a substrate after a preincubation step with active MPF (Figures 4B and 4C ; an antibody that recognized Cut12 when phosphorylated on T75 [ Figure S2C ] alone established that MPF phosphorylates T75 in vitro [ Figure 4D] ).
The analog sensitive fin1.as3 allele was used to assess the impact of Fin1 inhibition upon PP1
Dis2 association with Cut12 [30] . Strikingly, PP1 Dis2 associated with Cut12 throughout the cell cycle and T75 T78 phosphorylation was blocked following Fin1 inhibition ( Figure 4E) . A pool of Fin1 is activated in G2 phase through phosphorylation on three residues by Sid2 [30] . Mutating these three sites to alanine promoted a permanent association of PP1 Dis2 with Cut12 and blocked T75T78 phosphorylation ( Figure 4F ) indicating that Sid2 activation of Fin1 is required for its activity toward Cut12.
We next considered the means by which Fin1's control of PP1 Dis2 recruitment to Cut12 may influence cell-cycle control. It seemed logical that enhanced phosphorylation of a PP1 Dis2 precipitation with Cut12 antibodies (D), or both (B) as cells transited the cell cycle. In each case cultures were grown to mid-log phase in EMM2 before small G2 cells were isolated by centrifugal elutriation at t = 0 on each graph and scored for septation profile by calcofluor staining. For (B), samples were also processed for anti-tubulin immunofluorescence to reveal the timing of mitotic commitment (total spindles) or anaphase relative to the rise in phosphorylation and the decline in PP1 Dis2 association. For all blots of T75T78 status, the inclusion of wild-type and cut12.T75AT78A reference samples on each blot facilitated comparisons between experiments. (C) Cut12 immunoprecipitation reactions probed as indicated. Lanes 3 and 4 show pellet (3) and supernatant (4) samples from the same precipitation.
target would sit at the heart of the mechanism. Given that PP1 Dis2 binds to Cut12 and that mitotic phosphorylation of Cut12 retards migration in SDS-PAGE during mitosis ( Figures  S3A and S3B) , we asked whether the bulk phosphorylation status of Cut12 changed when PP1
Dis2 docking was compromised. The degree of phosphorylation in mitotic cut12.s11 cells exceeded that in cut12 + controls ( Figure S3C ), indicating that PP1 Dis2 recruitment does indeed control local phosphorylation events.
Cut12 function is intimately linked to Plo1 function in a Fin1-dependent manner [18, 29] . Fin1 inactivation evicts Plo1 from the SPBs of cut12.s11 cells [29] , suggesting that the ultimate (A) T75T78 phosphorylation blots (upper) and immunoprecipitation assays (lower two panels) using Cut12 precipitation followed by probing with Cut12 and Dis2 antibodies, as indicated. We added 10 mM hydroxyurea (HU) to the cultures 5 hr before sampling to arrest cell-cycle progression in S phase and so ensure any differences between inhibition of the different kinases were not secondary consequences of each sample being in a different cell-cycle stage following inhibition of kinase function. This inhibition was achieved by the addition of the ATP analog 3MB-PP1 (20 mM) or the MAPK kinase inhibitor SB203580 (100 mM) for the final hour of S phase arrest. (B and C) Protein kinase assays in the indicated strains where full-length, recombinant Cut12 was used as a substrate and polyclonal antibodies against T75T78 phosphorylation were used to detect activity. For (C), parallel kinase assays were performed with a portion of each precipitate using either casein or histone H3 as substrates under assay conditions [17, 30, 32] (lower panels) to ensure that active kinase was present in the precipitation reaction used for the Cut12.T75T78 assay (upper panels). (D) In vitro kinase assays with p13
Suc1 precipitates and recombinant Cut12 using phosphospecific antibodies that recognized Cut12 when phosphorylated on T75 ( Figure S2C) . (E and F) Size-selected synchronous cultures to monitor T75T78 phosphorylation and PP1 Dis2 precipitation with Cut12 antibodies. Samples were removed to assess T75T78 phosphorylation status at the indicated times. For (E), the culture was split in two at 180 min, and the ATP analog 3MB-PP1 was added to one half and the equivalent quantity of solvent (methanol) to the other. For all blots of T75T78 status, the inclusion of wild-type and cut12.T75AT78A reference samples on each blot facilitated comparisons between experiments.
impact of Fin1 control of PP1 Dis2 recruitment to Cut12 may be to control Plo1 recruitment to the SPB and the level of Plo1 activity that is consequently generated by feedback-loop amplification at this site [11] . If so, Fin1 activity should have no impact upon Plo1 recruitment when both T75 and T78 are mutated to block or mimic phosphorylation. Consistently, Fin1 inactivation or reactivation failed to alter SPB recruitment of Plo1 in cut12.G71VT75AT78A or cut12.G71VT75DT78D ( Figure 5A ).
We next assessed the impact of cut12 mutation upon Plo1 recruitment to the SPB and Plo1 activity. We monitored the activity of the pool of SPB-associated Plo1 by exploiting the ability of the phosphoepitope-specific monoclonal antibody MPM2 [33] to recognize SPBs in a Plo1-dependent manner [18] . Activation of Plo1 on an interphase SPB generates a single dot of MPM2 staining. In mitotic cells, the two separate SPBs stain with MPM2 up to the anaphase transition. Because the timing of mitotic progression was unperturbed by cut12 mutations (data not shown), the ratio of this single dot of G2 MPM2 reactivity to the double dot of mitotic reactivity in an asynchronous population gave a direct measure of the point in G2 phase at which Plo1 activity on the SPB began [18, 34] . Global Plo1 activity was measured by precipitation of bulk kinase from whole-cell extracts [17] . The timing of Plo1 recruitment to the SPB in late G2 phase was measured by live cell imaging of Plo1.GFP [11] .
There was a striking correlation between the impact of cut12 mutations upon PP1 Dis2 recruitment and all read outs of Plo1 function ( Figure 5B ). When PP1 docking was perturbed, the recruitment of active Plo1 to SPBs was advanced and global Plo1 activity correspondingly increased (Figures 5B and  S3D) . In contrast, promoting PP1 Dis2 docking delayed SPB The following plots are shown: the duration of the period during which Plo1.GFP associates with the SPB before two distinct SPB signals indicate that mitosis has begun (the value of 1 on the y axis equates to 30 min); the ratio of one spot:two spots of MPM2 staining to monitor the point in G2 phase at which Plo1 activity appears on G2 phase SPBs; in vitro Plo1 kinase assays of bulk Plo1 activity in asynchronous mid-log phase cultures (the level of activity seen in wild-type cultures is set at 1; for images of the assays from which this quantitation is derived, see Figure S3D ); the amount of Plo1 coprecipitating with Cut12 in immunoprecipitation reactions (the amount of Plo1 that precipitates with wild-type Cut12 is set at 1; for images of the assays from which this quantitation is derived, see Figure S3E ). (C) Analog wash-out experiments, in which the ATP analog 20 mM 3MB-PP1 was added to asynchronous cultures for 5 hr before filtration into analog-free medium to restore kinase activity. The mitotic index was monitored by anti-tubulin immunofluorescence microscopy.
recruitment of active Plo1 and correspondingly decreased global Plo1 activity. We conclude that Plo1 activity in the feedback loop is a key target of Fin1/PP1 Dis2 /Cut12 control. The molecular basis for this impact is beyond the scope of this study; however, the inverse relationship between PP1 recruitment and Plo1 association with Cut12 ( Figures 5B and  S3E ) suggests that PP1 may either alter the activating recruitment of Plo1 to Cut12 (or a neighboring molecule [35] ) or control Plo1 directly upon its initial recruitment to Cut12 (or a neighboring molecule [35] ).
Discussion
The molecular composition of the Cdc25/Wee1/MPF mitotic commitment switch has been known for over 20 years [1, 3, 4 ], yet it remains unclear how these activities are coordinated to promote cell division with a timing that is appropriate for a particular cell type. In oocyte systems, which simply need a series of rapid divisions to generate a pool of cells to initiate development, global oscillations in enzyme activities may well be sufficient; however, it is unlikely that somatic cell cycles are controlled in the same way. In fission yeast, the ability of point mutations in the structural SPB component Cut12 to suppress cdc25.22 [14, 15] suggests that events on the SPB may be key to flicking the mitotic commitment switch to trigger division. Another longstanding and unexplained observation is the reversal of the suppression of cdc25.22 arising from loss of Wee1 function upon enhancement of dis2 + expression [36] . We now unify these two intriguing findings with the demonstration that PP1 Dis2 recruitment to Cut12 establishes the need for Cdc25 to drive MPF activation through the threshold that initiates mitosis. Blocking this association allows cells to survive an otherwise lethal ablation of Cdc25. PP1 Dis2 recruitment to the SPB ( Figure 6 , upper left) incapacitates the Plo1-dependent feedback-loop activity on the SPB (Figure 6 , lower left). Phosphorylation by the NDR kinase Sid2 promotes the activity of the NIMA kinase Fin1 toward Cut12 midway through G2 phase to evict PP1 Dis2 from Cut12 ( Figure 6 , upper middle). PP1 Dis2 eviction establishes a futile cycle of MPF feedback-loop activation on late G2 SPBs (Figure 6 , lower middle). This activity immediately triggers a morphogenetic switch called NETO [11] : the initiation of growth at the cell tip that was created by cytokinesis in the previous cell cycle [37] . Later in G2, the extinction of the size controls that promote Wee1 activity enables the same SPB-associated feedback activity to drive mitotic commitment [11] (Figure 6 , lower right).
Fin1 operates at two levels in this scheme: it initiates cycles of feedback-loop activity on the SPB, and it dictates the timing with which Wee1 is inhibited by the Pom1/Cdr1/Cdr2 cell geometry network (CGN) [30, 38, 39] (Figure 6 , middle). The independence of these two Fin1 functions is demonstrated by the ability of Sid2 activity to promote mitotic commitment in cut12.T75AT78A ( Figure 5C ). In this condition, Fin1 is used by Sid2 to control the CGN to inhibit Wee1, thereby promoting mitotic commitment [30] , even though the same active Fin1 is completely unable to influence the feedback loop activity on the SPB.
In the conditions employed here, feedback-loop activity on the SPB has no impact upon the absolute timing of mitotic commitment; however, in the specialized cell divisions that follow heat stress or accompany a switch between conditions of differing nutrient quality, it does dictate commitment timing. In these circumstances, TOR signaling control of phosphorylation on serine 402 of Plo1 through the stress-activated MAP kinase pathway regulates Plo1's affinity for the SPB to dictate the timing of mitotic commitment [31, 34, 40, 41] . When considered alongside the promotion of mitotic commitment upon MPF or Plo1 activation on the SPB [11] , these data indicate that the SPB organizes cell-cycle progression as well as the microtubule cytoskeleton. Dis2 is bound to Cut12. The absence of Plo1 recruitment and activity on the SPB at this time suggests that the feedbackloop activity on the SPB is silent. (Middle) Late in G2 phase (30 min before mitosis in the conditions used in Figure 1 [11] ), phosphorylation of Cut12 by MPF (Cdc2/cyclin B) and Fin1 on T75 and T78, respectively, blocks PP1 Dis2 recruitment, which leads to activation of the feedback loop on the SPB. Growth at the new end of the cell that was generated by cytokinesis in the previous cell cycle (NETO) is triggered by this activation. The cell remains in G2 phase until Wee1 is inactivated by a number of pathways, including size-control, and the feedback loop can propagate throughout the cell to drive cells into mitosis. In addition to controlling PP1 recruitment to Cut12, Fin1 regulates the activity of the Pom1/Cdr1/Cdr2 cell geometry network toward Wee1. In this network, Pom1 inhibits Cdr1/Cdr2 activity. Once Pom1 inhibition of Cdr1/Cdr2 activity is relieved, the activity of these kinases toward Wee1 inhibits Wee1, thereby enabling the cell to enter mitosis (right). Although it is clear that Fin1 promotes the inhibitory action of the Pom1/Cdr1/Cdr2 network toward Wee1, the molecular basis for this control remains to be elucidated.
We propose that signals from distinct pathways, such as the CGN, TOR, and stress-signaling pathways, converge on core cell-cycle regulators that are docked onto scaffolding molecules on the SPB, such as Cut12 and the septum initiation network scaffolds Cdc11 and Sid4 [42] [43] [44] . These distinct inputs are integrated to generate a single, coherent mitotic commitment signal that ensures that mitotic progression is initiated and completed with the appropriate timing for a particular condition. Human centrosomes may engage similar controls, because active MPF appears first on centrosomes before propagating throughout the cell [9] , Plk1 inhibition delays mitotic commitment [45] , and mitotic commitment is addicted to Plk1 priming following DNA damage [46] [47] [48] . Thus, centrosomal control of mitotic commitment may prove to be a key element in eukaryotic cell-cycle control.
Experimental Procedures
All procedures were conducted as described previously [11] . For details see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures that accompany this article.
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